US Constitution Human Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Find someone in this room who can help you with the answer to one of the following statements. In the first blank, you’ll write that person’s name. In the second blank, you’ll write the answer they provided. You can not use the same person more than once, and you must say “thank you” or another polite comment after you have spoken. The first person who gets their entire sheet filled out correctly and follows class expectations while playing wins a prize. Good luck!

Find someone who...

1...can tell you the three branches of government __________________________ (their name) What are they? __________________________ (summarize their answer)

2...knows what a filibuster is __________________________ What is it? __________________________

3...can explain the differences and similarities between the Senate and House of Representatives ________ Explain: __________________________

4...can list the roles of the President __________________________

5...can explain original jurisdiction __________________________ What is it? __________________________

6...can explain what habeas corpus is __________________________ What is it? __________________________

7...can tell you who NC’s two US Senators are __________________________ Who are the Senators? __________________________

8...knows the purpose of Articles I, II, and III of the US Constitution __________________________ What is each article’s purpose? __________________________

9...can explain the process by which the Constitution may be changed __________________________ How? __________________________

10...can explain why the Bill of Rights is important __________________________ Explain: __________________________
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